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                  February 2010
                    Volume 6, Number 20

ScriptForward! 

Greetings!
 
Welcome to the February issue of ScriptForward!, a 
specialty E-newsletter prepared for professional and 
aspiring scriptwriters by Hamilton Dramaturgy. With 
nineteen years of experience in New York, across the 
nation, and internationally, I offer this newsletter as a 
means of support and information to the worldwide 
scriptwriting community. 

This issue features two articles: “Playwrighting – My Life-
Changing Journey”, which shares lessons learned from 
working with Kathleen Chalfant on a production of my 
play AND THEN I WENT INSIDE, and “Ode to Rom - 
Learning from Romulus Linney”, a tribute to the man who 
taught me everything I know about being a dramaturg.

Also, I have realized a long-time dream by recording and 
launching the audio podcast series TheatreNow!, an oral 
history of leading American female theatre artists. My first 
guest was Quiara Allegria Hudes, followed by actress 
Claire Lautier and musician/composer/writer Ruth 
Margraff. You can download the podcasts from my website 
at www.hamiltonlit.com.

My  Burning An[swer] segment is a feature where you can 
get your hottest burning questions answered. In this issue, I 
craft a plan for you to create your own effective marketing and 
press materials.

And please look over the “Recent Successes” section to see 
what I’ve been up to this Year.

I  hope that this issue of ScriptForward! will be useful to 
you and I welcome your feedback.

-Anne Hamilton

                 Quote of the Month: 

“When we know that the purpose of life is 
transformation and can make a commitment to the 
process of education, each obstacle only sharpens 
the sword of Wisdom. This sword, forged by an 
intelligence that is not deceived about priorities 
and values, can cut cleanly through confusion 

and delusion.

-A Teaching from the Bön Buddhist Tradition 

        

Hamilton Dramaturgy
 List of Services:

Stage Plays
Musicals

Screenplays
TV Scripts

Production Dramaturgy
Workshops

Program Notes
Career Development Coaching

Historical and Literary Research
Production Histories

Review Analyses
Post –Graduate Career Coaching

Free Offer:
Send in Ten Pages of Your 

Script, Get a Half Hour Phone 
Consultation

Click here to take advantage of 
this offer: www.hamiltonlit.com

20th ISSUE  -  Serving Playwrights for Five Years!
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In November I had a marvelous experience.

My play AND THEN I WENT INSIDE premiered at the Cherry 
Lane Theatre in New York City, performed by one of the country’s 
leading Broadway actresses. Kathleen Chalfant starred in ANGELS 
IN AMERICA by Tony Kushner, and WIT by Margaret Edson. 
Each won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama.

My piece was autobiographical in nature, and it was a great honor  
having this transcendent actress portray aspects of my own life right 
before my eyes.

My character Stacy Lee Madison is an artist and scholar, and 
Kathy’s portrayal was precise, nuanced, funny, and poignant. While 
she performed the piece, she lovingly put the finishing touches on a 
wire and crystal bouquet piece by piece. I designed and built the 
bouquet. The prisms sparkled in the stage lights as Stacy shared with 
us her loves, her losses, desires and disappointments. The audience 
was rapt and I could hear gasps here and there as the story unfolded 
to its shocking climax. When the lights went down, everyone was 
silent. Then Kathy gave her curtain call, and people cried, “Brava! 
Brava!”

Although the performance itself was a triumph and I was surrounded 
by family, friends and colleagues – I must say that the best part for 
me, as always, was being in the rehearsal room. 

We rehearsed in the beautiful National Arts Club on Gramercy Park 
South, an elegant brownstone filled with paintings and sculpture. 

In experiencing a production of my play with a master actor for the 
first time, here is what I learned:

Trust myself.  Having worked as a dramaturg for eighteen years, I 
knew of the playwright’s process and rights. I didn’t feel intimidated 
or pressured to change anything, and my collaborators did not try to 
make me feel pressured to alter the play.

Stay out of the actor’s way. Someone like Kathy is where she is 
because she has an incredible sense of balance and interpretation. 
When she takes in a script, she experiences it as no one else can. She 
agreed to do the role, and I trusted her instincts and her ability to 
express the character. So I sat back and let her rip. I trusted that if 
she needed to say something or ask a question, or tell me something 
that didn’t feel quite right, that she would bring it up in the right 
way, at the right time.

Listen to what she has to say. I trusted that Kathy had a fluid internal 
process which allowed her to focus on all aspects of the play. She 
asked me about the final line of the play –it didn’t quite feel to her 
like it matched the tone and meaning of the rest of the play. I took in 
her question and thought about it -- she seemed to be bringing up a 
good question. I came up with an interim line, which we then tried 
out in rehearsal. She felt in her mouth and in her body, and I heard 
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Testimonial from Judd Ne’eman, Filmmaker
 Tel Aviv, Israel

 
I’m now working on the rewrite of  Stone Dancer, the film script 
on which you have given us your consultation, and I want to 

thank you for having done such an excellent job. 

In my filmmaker career I have done that several times before – 
asking for consultation when I had the feeling that the script I 
was working on with scriptwriters somehow did not satisfy us. 
I must tell you that I have not yet received such eye opening 

and detailed comments like yours. As I now proceed, I find the 
rewrite so smooth and easy and rewarding when I follow your 

precise and to the point remarks on almost each and every 
scene in the script. Your elaborations on scenes, dialogue and 
film-structure point out to me the strong points as well as the 
weak sides in character and action building. Your contribution 

to putting the script on track was highly critical, and I hope 
very much that when you read the finished draft you’ll see that 

your effort was worthwhile.  

I wish to thank you for being very generous in spending so 
much time in our phone discussions, until the moment that we 
both felt that we have exhausted all the narrative options that 
we could put on the table. You have given me a new spirit to 

return and do the rewrite, knowing that I can rely on your 
insightful judgment and experience. I thank you for all that, 
and for showing me the potentialities to which I was blind, 
and for inspiring me to go back to the script and wanting to 

make a film out of  it.  

her express it. She gave me some feedback on that line, too. Again, 
I felt that her comments were spot on. I altered the line again. I 
trusted that she was feeling my character’s life and life story from 
within her own body, and I trusted her finely-tuned sense of balance 
and meaning. 

Make my own decisions.  When I came up with the final line, I 
discovered that my original line was exactly backwards. I had had 
the right instinct,  but I had written it down in a way in which the 
meaning was opposite to what I wanted. Stacy was questioning the 
value of her experience instead of sharing and validating the most 
meaningful insight of her life.

So in the end, the final line went from, “Can a person’s whole life 
be just a pile of useless art?” to “The philosophy of aesthetics – I 
believe that every life is a work of art.” It’s a world of difference. 
And it’s exactly what I wanted to say. I just needed the help of 
someone interpreting Stacy in the flesh to help me discover that.

During the first run-through, when I heard Kathy say my lines, I 
had to keep from bursting into tears so as not to disturb her process.  
I felt that time had collapsed – from the time that I wrote the words, 
to getting the news of the production, to actually being in the room 
with this master actor. She understood the part so well, and I could 
tell that she appreciated Stacy’s story. Working with Kathy was 
truly an honor and a pleasure.
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“Thank you for lending Stacy to me,” she wrote in my program. 

During the final rehearsals, when she performed the climax of the show for the first time, I burst 
into tears. I did this again and again because she so embodied my words and captured the meaning 
I was trying to convey. 

Kathy encouraged me to reveal more of Stacy's developmental journey apart from her loss of 
Jonathan as I continued to work on the play. I have continued to write more segments about her 
life in the ensuing two months. Within days of the performance, I wrote two more short plays 
entitled YOU ARE HERE and CODE OF LIFE, and named the trilogy THE STACY PLAY. 

However,  it seemed to me that Stacy's life was crying out to be fleshed out more, and I added three more plays. Most important, I think, is NO 
MARGIN FOR ERROR, in which Stacy explains why she expects so much out of herself. I am now submitting THE STACY PLAY to theatres and 
festivals across the country, hoping to get a production.

These are just some of the life-changing rewards of becoming a playwright. It has been a great journey so far, and I’ll certainly continue.

“Kathy encouraged me to reveal more of 
Stacy's developmental journey apart from 

her loss of Jonathan.”

Burning An[swer]: 

Q:  I find myself writing my own marketing and press materials. Do you have any advice on how to make them most 

effective? - J.B., Dallas, TX 

A:  I also write most of my own materials, although I must say that I have recently been receiving invaluable 

assistance from Linsey Bostwick, who currently serves as Hamilton Dramaturgy’s Artistic Producing Associate. She is 

responsible for the new design of ScriptForward!,  and for editing my new podcast series TheatreNow! featuring 

contemporary female theatre artists. Thank you, Linsey!

I think the first thing to do is to make the materials simple to read. You should answer who, what, when, where, why, 

and how. I know this seems like simple advice, but I cannot tell you the number of emails and announcements I get 

online which don’t mention the city or state in which the event will take place. It is very frustrating. Make sure you tell 

the reader how to respond to the materials and how to get in touch with you. The second thing is to write the materials 

in a way which gives someone a view of your event or your career that is straightforward and unembellished. That 

means that you should write the materials for a stranger, not for your friends or family, and that you should pepper the 

document with facts that give someone a great overall impression of you and your work. Finally, you should always 

make sure that you present your materials without spelling or other mistakes. Always have another person review 

them and correct all mistakes before you send them out. 

                    Email your burning question to Burning An[swer] at hamiltonlit@hotmail.com.
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Ode to Rom -

Learning from Romulus Linney

By Anne Hamilton

© 2010

There are two types of theatre 

practitioners in this country: those who

have been trained by (or worked with)

Romulus Linney, and those who 

haven’t.

I am lucky enough to belong to the 

former category. He taught me 

everything I know about being a 

dramaturg, which, summed up in three 

words, is this: Respect the playwright.

With Rom, what you saw was what you 

got. What he saw from within his own 

eye, mind and heart, was what he said 

with his mouth when he communicated 

with you.

He brooked no dissembling, no power 

plays and no foolishness. Reason ruled.

He was rabidly protective of the 

playwright. I learned this in our first 

administrative meeting when I signed 

on to be a dramaturgy MFA student at 

Columbia, where he was head of the 

playwrighting program. He made the 

dramaturgs in training recognize 

immediately and continually that if we 

were to work with playwrights, we 

were to place them at the center of the 

process. 

No one was to change a word in 

production when the playwright was 

still alive and  in the rehearsal room. He 

didn’t ever have to reprimand me 

because I learned my lesson at that first 

meeting, and I have practiced this 

principle to the present day. It has 

served me well all these years.

Now this not a memorial. Romulus isn’t 

dead.  He’s just as vital now as he was 

then – prolific and well-honored. 

To all the others who haven’t had the 

pleasure of being taught by him, I say – 

I’m sorry. You’ve missed something 

terrific. And to all who have a chance to 

meet him, or work with him in the 

future --  run, don’t walk, to that 

occasion.

Thank you, Rom. All these years later, 

your words still ring true.

Testimonial:

It is my privilege to 
recommend Anne 
Hamilton, dramaturg, to 
everyone.! For the past 
few years Anne's insight, 
expertise and humanity 
have guided my 
screenwriting to new 
heights!! Her perceptions 
into storyline and 
characterization have 
opened new windows for 
me as a screenwriter.! She 
is a willing and open-
hearted mentor whom I 
trust completely to direct 
my writing.

Fran Tarr, NYC. 
Education Director, 
Atlantic Theater 
Company, NYC. Finalist - 
Roy W. Dean Film & 
Video Grant – 
BREAKING THE 
SURFACE and 
DECENT GIRL; Finalist 
- Sundance Screenwriting 
Institute – TOGETHER 
(Anne dramaturged) ; 
Finalist - New Harmony 
Institute – TOGETHER.

Featured Book of the Month

SEVEN Published by Dramatists Play Service, Inc.

SEVEN, a powerful documentary theatre piece, is a collaboration of seven award-winning women playwrights: Paula 

Cizmar, Catherine Filloux, Gail Kriegel, Carol K. Mack, Ruth Margraff, Anna Deavere Smith, Susan Yankowitz, based 

on personal interviews with seven women leaders of the Vital Voices Global Partnership network. It was seen at The 

Hague on December 2, 2009 in English to start the "Women in War Zones" conference by the Swedish and Dutch 

ministries. www.sevenplay.org 
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Testimonial: 

"Talking to Anne Hamilton is so inspiring!! She helped me see all my creative gifts in a new light, and encouraged me 
with practical advice on how those gifts can better help me make a living as an artist.! A conversation with Anne is 

worth its weight in gold."

Mana Allen. Librettist, Dramaturg, Professor, Actor, NYC.

Hamilton Dramaturgy’s

 Recent Projects:

• I launched the audio podcast series 

TheatreNow!, an oral history of leading 

American female theatre artists. The inaugural 

segment features playwright and librettist Quiara 

Allegria Hudes, who wrote ELIOTT, A 

SOLDIER’S FUGUE, and the libretto for IN 

THE HEIGHTS (2008 Tony Award winner for 

Best Musical, and 2009 Pulitzer Prize for Drama 

nominee). Please listen to the podcast through 

www.hamiltonlit.com

Upcoming podcasts will feature Actress Claire 

Lautier, Musician/Librettist/Lyricist Ruth 

Margraff, and St. Ann’s Warehouse favorite 

Cynthia Hopkins.

• Caridad Svich accepted me as a member of NO 

PASSPORT, an unincorporated theatre alliance & 

press devoted to cross-cultural, Pan-American 

performance, theory, action, advocacy, and 

publication. In January I read my new short plays 

MARIA, THE DAY AFTER and THE LAST 

STONE – OR, THE ADULTERESS SPEAKS 

FOR HERSELF at the Hibernating Rattlesnakes 

event at the Nuyorican Poets Café in New York 

City. On March 15th, I will begin to read THE 

STACY PLAY one short play at a time, starting 

with YOU ARE HERE. Christopher Gliege will 

portray JONATHAN.

• I have had the privilege of sending a stunning 

new play to all my contacts across the country 

and abroad. THE TRAGEDY OF MACBETH – 

PART TWO, THE SEED OF BANQUO is a new 

blank verse drama by Noah Lukeman. It is 

bloody, fierce, and engaging. He will present a 

staged reading of the piece at 7pm on April 22nd 

at the Cherry Lane Theatre, 38 Commerce, in 

NYC. Reservations are not required. Please see 

www.macbethtwo.com for more information. 

Noah is a best-selling author and one of the 

country’s leading literary agents. If you run a 

theatre and would like a copy of this play, please 

contact me at hamiltonlit@hotmail.com . 

• I serve on the Mentoring Committee of the 

League of Professional Theatre Women under 

Chairwoman Margery Klain. The committee is 

dedicated to providing mentoring opportunities to 

female theatre artists who are members of the 

League. Please see www.theatrewomen.org for an 

application.

• Welcome to two new Hamilton Dramaturgy 

consultants: Linsey Bostwick serves as our 

Artistic Producing Associate and Muhlenberg 

College junior Zach Trebino is our new intern. 

Bostwick recently finished her MFA from 

Brooklyn College in Performance and Interactive 

Media Arts and is a long time member of the 

performance company, Big Art Group, with 

whom she has toured the United States and 

Europe since 2002.
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Anne M. Hamilton, M.F.A., has nineteen years of experience in New York City, across the nation, and 
internationally. The Founder of Hamilton Dramaturgy, she has consulted with Lynn Nottage, Andrei Serban, 
the Joseph Papp Public Theater, the Harold Prince Musical Theatre Institute, Michael Mayer, Classic Stage 
Company, Jean Cocteau Repertory Theater, Leslie Lee, Andrew Barrett, the New York City Public Library’s 
Schomberg Center for Research in Black Culture, and the University of Iowa Playwrights’ Workshop. She 
worked for James Lipton (host and producer, INSIDE THE ACTORS STUDIO) for three years as the 
academic advisor to the graduate students and faculty at The Actors Studio Drama School in NYC. The 
Bogliasco Foundation of New York City and Bogliasco, Italy awarded her a fellowship in recognition of her 
personal contribution to the American theatre. She studied the philosophy of aesthetics at St. Catherine’s 
College, Oxford University and was a NYSCA auditor. Hamilton is a graduate of Columbia University 
School of the Arts and holds dual citizenship in the United States and Italy. She is available for 
consultations in script development, production, and career development, through her website at 
www.hamiltonlit.com. Anne is a member of The Dramatists Guild of America, Inc., and the Co-Secretary of 
the League of Professional Theatre Women (www.theatrewomen.org). 

                                     
Phone: 215-536-1074   
hamiltonlit@hotmail.com

ScriptForward! is a free specialty E-newsletter offering easy and informative tips on how to advance your professional 
scriptwriting career now. It is intended as a helpful informational tool to those actively engaged in the writing arts. If you have 

colleagues or friends who would benefit from this e-newsletter, please feel free to forward it to them, as long as you pass it 
along in its entirety, with all accreditations, references and copyrights. Many thanks and All the Best!

 Want to unsubscribe from this e-newsletter? Email hamiltonlit@hotmail.com with “Remove” in the subject line. Privacy 
Notice: ScriptForward! does not share or sell its email list.

© 2010 Anne Hamilton, Hamilton Dramaturgy © 2008 All photos by Dan Z. Johnson  www.danzphoto.com

Testimonial 

"I've worked with dramaturgs, and most of  them want to 'fix' your play. Anne wanted to take what I had written 
and!make it better. She's very passionate."
!

Andrew Barrett, M.F.A., Los Angeles, CA
Staff  Writer, SLEEPER CELL 2006.  2005 winner of  an international residency at the Royal Court Theatre, 
London. Author of  FLESH AND BLOOD, and/or, RAINY DAYS & MONDAYS (now CIRCUITRY).

Lyricist for the musicals FROM TIME TO TIMBUKTU, THE CONFESSIONS OF JULIAN PO and IN 
SARAJEVO (Composer, Ira Antelis).! Andrew is represented in film and TV work with Creative Artists Agency. RAINY 

DAYS & MONDAYS (now CIRCUITRY) was a hit at the 2006 NY Fringe Festival 
and has been published by Samuel French.


